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G
ene therapy has the potential to ef-
fectively medicate cancer by treat-
ing the root of the disease: DNA

damage that results in aberrant cell signal-
ing leading to uncontrolled cell growth and
tumor formation. This technology involves
the delivery of DNA molecules to cancer
cells to insert or modify a gene in an effort
to treat the disease. The delivery of DNA can
be accomplished using a variety of vectors,
including viruses, cell-based systems, and
synthetic vectors. For glioma gene therapy,
viral vectors have been used to deliver sui-
cide genes, pro-apoptotic genes, p53, cy-
tokines, and caspases.1 These studies have
shown promising preclinical results, but
clinical trials have been limited by the fact
that transduced cells were found only
within a very short distance of the delivery
site. Furthermore, concerns over safety and
potential side effects have slowed their ad-
vancement into the clinic.2,3 To overcome
these limitations, synthetic vectors, such as
cationic polymers, peptides, liposomes, and
solid-core nanoparticles, have been devel-
oped to more safely deliver DNA. These sys-
tems have shown promise in vitro but ex-
hibit significantly reduced transfection
efficiencies in vivo due to lack of site speci-
ficity and limited internalization by cancer
cells.4

Many synthetic gene delivery vehicles
rely on the enhanced permeability and re-
tention (EPR) effect to passively accumulate
in the tumor site for access to cancer cells.
One strategy to improve the accumulation
of gene delivery vehicles in the tumor site is
magnetofection, where magnetic
nanoparticle-based gene delivery vehicles
are magnetically driven into the tumor
site.5,6 While this strategy works well for
solid tumor masses, it provides little advan-

tage for highly invasive and infiltrative can-
cers, such as glioma, the most common and
lethal type of brain cancers,7�9 since these
cells would not be accessible by a magnet.
Another strategy to improve the gene deliv-
ery vehicle uptake by cancer cells is through
the attachment of targeting ligands. The at-
tachment of tumor-targeting antibodies,
peptides, and small molecules onto the sur-
face of gene delivery vehicles has been
shown to enhance the uptake of these ve-
hicles by cancer cells in vivo through
receptor-mediated endocytosis and to pro-
vide higher transfection efficiencies.10�17

For glioma, a number of targeting mol-
ecules have been evaluated, including chlo-
rotoxin (CTX),18 epidermal growth factor re-
ceptor (EGFR) antibodies,19 transferrin,20 F3
homing peptide,21,22 insulin receptor anti-
bodies,23 cationic albumin,24 and methotr-
exate.25 Among these identified targeting
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ABSTRACT Glioma accounts for 80% of brain tumors and currently remains one of the most lethal forms of

cancers. Gene therapy could potentially improve the dismal prognosis of patients with glioma, but this treatment

modality has not yet reached the bedside from the laboratory due to the lack of safe and effective gene delivery

vehicles. In this study we investigate targeted gene delivery to C6 glioma cells in a xenograft mouse model using

chlorotoxin (CTX) labeled nanoparticles. The developed nanovector consists of an iron oxide nanoparticle core,

coated with a copolymer of chitosan, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and polyethylenimine (PEI). Green fluorescent

protein (GFP) encoding DNA was bound to these nanoparticles, and CTX was then attached using a short PEG linker.

Nanoparticles without CTX were also prepared as a control. Mice bearing C6 xenograft tumors were injected

intravenously with the DNA-bound nanoparticles. Nanoparticle accumulation in the tumor site was monitored

using magnetic resonance imaging and analyzed by histology, and GFP gene expression was monitored through

Xenogen IVIS fluorescence imaging and confocal fluorescence microscopy. Interestingly, the CTX did not affect the

accumulation of nanoparticles at the tumor site but specifically enhanced their uptake into cancer cells as

evidenced by higher gene expression. These results indicate that this targeted gene delivery system may

potentially improve treatment outcome of gene therapy for glioma and other deadly cancers.
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ligands, CTX has emerged as a promising targeting

agent due to its ability to specifically recognize a broad

spectrum of cancers, including the vast majority of

brain tumors, prostate, skin, and colorectal cancers.26�31

CTX is internalized by glioma cells and has been shown

to be trafficked to the perinuclear region when at-

tached to iron oxide nanoparticles,30 making it an ideal

targeting agent for gene delivery. Furthermore, the at-

tachment of CTX to iron oxide nanoparticles coated

with chitosan and polyethylene glycol (PEG) enables

them to bypass the blood�brain barrier,18 which pro-

vides an optimal platform for the further development

of this nanoparticle system as a gene delivery nanovec-

tor for glioma.

We previously developed a nonviral gene delivery

nanovector that comprises an iron oxide nanoparticle

core coated with a copolymer of chitosan, PEG, and

polyethylenimine (PEI).32 The iron oxide core is desir-

able due to its superparamagnetic property that pro-

vides contrast in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) al-

lowing for noninvasive, in situ monitoring of nanovector

accumulation. Chitosan is a cationic, biocompatible

polymer derived from the exoskeletons of crustaceans

and, along with PEG, provides a highly stable coating

for nanoparticles enabling excellent biodistribution and

blood half-life.18,33 PEI was included in the polymer coat-

ing to provide an improved DNA binding efficiency

and a mechanism to escape the endosome through

the proton sponge effect.12,32,34 This nanovector (NP)

was able to effectively bind DNA (NP:DNA), protect it

from degradation, and successfully deliver it to the tu-

mor site for expression by cancer cells.32

In this study, we aimed to enhance gene delivery
specifically to glioma cells by incorporating the target-
ing ligand, CTX, onto the surface of the nanovector to
elicit glioma cell-specific, receptor-mediated endocyto-
sis. DNA encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) was
used for optical monitoring of gene expression. Mice
bearing C6 rat glioma xenograft flank tumors, a highly
malignant and invasive model of glioma,35 were treated
with DNA-loaded, CTX-activated nanovectors. Nanovec-
tor accumulation in the tumor site was monitored us-
ing MRI and analyzed by histology, and nanovector up-
take into cells was monitored through gene expression
using Xenogen and confocal fluorescence imaging.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nanovector Development. Iron oxide nanoparticles

coated with a copolymer of chitosan, PEG, and PEI were
prepared, as previously described,32 and herein called
NP (Figure 1a). Figure 1b shows the schematic for load-
ing DNA into the coating on NP and the functionaliza-
tion of NP with CTX. As illustrated, DNA was encapsu-
lated into NP through the electrostatic interaction
between the negatively charged DNA and the posi-
tively charged polymer coating to form NP:DNA. CTX
was first thiolated through reaction with
2-iminothiolane (Traut’s reagent) in preparation for at-
tachment to the NP:DNA surface. A heterobifunctional
PEG linker, NHS-PEG12�maleimide, was conjugated to
amine functional groups available on the polymer coat-
ing (from PEI and chitosan) on NP. Subsequently the thi-
olated CTX was reacted with the maleimide reactive
portion of the PEG linker, anchoring CTX to the surface
of the DNA-bound NP to form NP:DNA�CTX.

Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry analysis
of NP:DNA showed peaks of iron (Fe) from the iron ox-
ide nanoparticle core, carbon (C), nitrogen (N), sulfur (S),
and oxygen (O) which confirmed the presence of the
polymer coating and phosphorus (P) which confirmed
the presence of DNA (Figure 2a). Peaks associated with
copper (Cu), magnesium (Mg), and silicon (Si) were
from the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid.
The size of the iron oxide core was 7.5 nm, as deter-
mined previously.18

The hydrodynamic size, which is a measure of the
NP core plus polymer coating and bound DNA, is a
physiologically relevant measure since this is the effec-
tive size of the NP that will be seen by cells in the body.
NPs larger than 100 nm will be easily taken up by macro-
phage cells of the reticulo-endothelial system (RES),
while NPs smaller than 10 nm will be filtered out by
the kidneys.36,37 To minimize potential elimination of
nanovectors from the body, the developed nanovector
should be between 10 and 100 nm. NP:DNA and NP:
DNA�CTX were analyzed using dynamic light scatter-
ing and found to have hydrodynamic diameters of 43.5
and 48.8 nm, respectively (Figure 2b), which are well
within the desired size range. The minimal size differ-

Figure 1. Schematic of NP:DNA�CTX nanovector synthesis. (a) The
iron oxide nanoparticle core was coated with a copolymer of chito-
san, PEG, and PEI to produce NP. (b) DNA was loaded into NP through
the electrostatic interaction between negatively charged DNA and
positively charged NP coating to form NP:DNA. The reactive amine
groups of chlorotoxin (CTX) were modified with Traut’s reagent to ren-
der a free thiol group. CTX was conjugated onto NP:DNA to form NP:
DNA�CTX through a heterobifunctional PEG linker (NHS-
PEG�maleimide) to ensure CTX was free to interact with target cells.
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ence between NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX ensures that
any differences seen in tissue accumulation and
nanovector uptake by cells are due primarily to the
presence of the targeting agent (CTX) but not to the dif-
ferences in clearance or EPR effect.38 Furthermore, the
size range exhibited by our nanovectors (�40 nm) is fa-
vorable for NP uptake by cancer cells.39

The � potential, or surface charge on the NP, is an-
other important parameter that would affect the trans-
fection efficiency of a gene delivery nanovector. For NP:
DNA and NP:DNA�CTX specifically, a positive �

potential suggests that DNA is fully encapsulated into
the polymer coating.32 Both NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX
had positive � potentials of 15.2 and 17.7 mV, respec-
tively, and a similar narrow distribution (Figure 2c). As
with the NP sizes, similar � potentials will also ensure
that differences seen in NP accumulation in tissues and
uptake by target cells are primarily due to the pres-
ence or absence of CTX. The number of CTX molecules
per nanoparticle was estimated to be 5 for NP:
DNA�CTX, and the number of nanoparticles per plas-
mid DNA was estimated to be 54. The magnetic relaxiv-
ity of these DNA-bound NPs, determined by measur-
ing the relaxation time as a function of the nanoparticle
concentration using MRI, was �279 s�1 mM�1.

MRI of Glioma Tumor Xenografts. To evaluate the ability
of the developed nanovector to penetrate throughout
the tumor, control and targeting nanovectors (NP:DNA
and NP:DNA�CTX, respectively) were administered sys-
temically through the tail vein to mice bearing C6 xe-
nograft flank tumors. Nanovector accumulation in the
tumor was monitored using MRI 48 h post-treatment
(Figure 3a). The R2 maps show that there was an in-
crease in R2 postinjection in both NP:DNA and NP:
DNA�CTX treated mice, which indicates nanovector ac-
cumulation in the tumor site. However, there was no
difference between the contrast enhancements pro-
vided by NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX, which is quantita-
tively shown in Figure 3b. Figure 3c shows that there
was no contrast enhancement in the muscle, which in-
dicates these nanovectors extravasate from the blood
vessel into the tumor site through the EPR effect. Since
the sizes and � potentials of NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX
were similar, there was no difference in this passive tu-
mor targeting through the EPR effect.

Ex Vivo Optical Imaging of Delivered Gene Expression. To as-
sess in vivo gene delivery through administration of
nanovectors, tumors and relevant clearance organs
were evaluated for GFP expression using optical fluores-
cence imaging. Mice with C6 xenograft tumors were
treated, as described above, and sacrificed 48 h post-
treatment. Tumors and clearance organs were resected
and imaged for GFP fluorescence using a Xenogen IVIS
imaging system (Figure 4a). Tumors from mice treated
with the targeted nanovector, NP:DNA�CTX, had a
much higher fluorescence intensity than those from
mice treated with the nontargeted nanovector, NP:

DNA, whereas the livers, kidneys, and spleens all

showed similar fluorescence intensities regardless of

nanovector treatment. Furthermore, the GFP expres-

sion was more uniformly distributed throughout the tu-

mor from NP:DNA�CTX treated mice, whereas expres-

sion was found in more localized regions in the tumors

from NP:DNA treated mice. GFP fluorescence quantifi-

cation (Figure 4b) in the tumors from NP:DNA treated

mice (1195 � 117 counts) and NP:DNA�CTX treated

mice (1840 � 375 counts) showed that there was a

marked increase in GFP fluorescence as a result of CTX

targeting (P � 0.05, n � 3). There were no statistical dif-

ferences in the GFP fluorescence quantifications from

the livers, kidneys, and spleens, which shows off-target

uptake and expression was not affected by CTX target-

ing. This reveals the tumor cell specificity of this target-

ing molecule since the enhanced expression was only

observed in target cells. These data indicate that the tar-

geting ability of CTX functions through enhancing up-

take into a higher proportion of target cells. Off-target

expression in the liver and kidney could cause deleteri-

ous effects upon delivery of a therapeutic gene, and it is

clear the targeting ligand does not reduce the off-

target uptake and expression of the delivered gene. To

circumvent this problem, the delivered therapeutic

gene should be designed to ensure that the expres-

sion of delivered genes would be limited to only the tar-

get cells. This has been achieved by using tumor-

specific promoters that are not present in off-target

cells.40,41

Figure 2. Physicochemical characterization of nanovectors. (a) Energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum of NP:DNA confirming the presence of
the iron oxide nanoparticle core (Fe peaks), polymer coating (C, N, O, and
S peaks), and DNA (C and P peaks). The copper peaks come from the
TEM grid. (b) Size distribution of NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX as deter-
mined by dynamic light scattering. (c) The � potential distribution of NP:
DNA and NP:DNA�CTX as determined by dynamic light scattering.
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The CTX-mediated targeting was further confirmed

by histological and confocal analyses of resected tu-

mors (Figures 5 and 6). Prussian blue staining of iron

showed that the amount of nanovector accumulation

in the tumor site was similar for both nontargeted (NP:

DNA) and targeted (NP:DNA�CTX) nanovectors (Figure

5a), consistent with the MR images. Nontargeted NP:

DNA accumulation occurred in more localized regions,

whereas targeted NP:DNA�CTX accumulation was

much more distributed throughout the tumor. Further-

more, tumor sections imaged at higher magnification

revealed that the NP:DNA�CTX had higher intracellu-

lar localization compared to that of NP:DNA (Figure 5b).

This shows a definite difference in behavior of the

nanovectors once they extravasate from the blood ves-

sel into the tumor site, specifically due to the CTX. The

localized accumulations of nontargeted nanovectors

were probably the result of minimal cell uptake and

trafficking. On the other hand, the CTX targeted

nanovectors were readily taken up by target cells due

to specific interaction with the receptor on the cell

membrane and distributed around the tumor, similar

to previous results using CTX targeted nanoparticles.18

This allowed for a higher proportion of cells to be ex-

posed to the gene delivery vehicle for transfection.

Other studies using targeted nanoparticles have ob-

served similar results that nanoparticle accumulation

in tumors is not increased by the addition of a target-

ing ligand but uptake of the nanoparticles by target

cells is enhanced.42�45 Recent studies have found that

Figure 3. Nanovector delivery to C6 xenograft tumors monitored by MRI. a) T2-weighted images of C6 xenograft tumor
bearing mice with an agarose mold standard (Std) and with colorized R2 expanded views of the tumor regions for both NP:
DNA (left) and NP:DNA�CTX (right) treatments. Both nontargeted (NP:DNA) and targeted (NP:DNA�CTX) nanovector treated
tumors showed similar enhancement of R2 contrast. (b) Quantitative R2 values for the tumor region in NP:DNA and NP:
DNA�CTX treated mice. (c) Quantitative R2 values for muscle in NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX treated mice.

Figure 4. Enhanced delivery of GFP encoding DNA to C6 glioma cells
in vivo using chlorotoxin labeled NPs. (a) Xenogen images of tumors,
livers, kidneys, and spleens from C6 xenograft tumor bearing mice, har-
vested 48 h after treatment, indicating GFP fluorescence levels. (b) Av-
erage counts over the tumors and clearance organs, quantified using
the IVIS Xenogen software (n � 3).
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PEGylated nanoparticles accumulate in tumors via the

EPR effect regardless of the presence of a targeting

agent.38 Here, the gene delivery vehicle must interact

with the cell membrane to promote uptake into the cell.

Most of the cationic nonviral vectors studied are non-

specifically taken up by cells through absorptive-

mediated endocytosis. This nonspecific targeting is in-

efficient since the positively charged vehicle would not

only interact with the negatively charged cell mem-

brane but also with the negatively charged extracellu-

lar matrix proteins present in the tumor microenviron-

ment. The addition of a targeting agent allows the

delivery vehicle to interact specifically with the cancer

cells through the high-affinity binding of targeting

ligand to cell surface receptor.

To confirm that higher exposure of cells to the gene

delivery vehicle is responsible for the elevated expres-

sion of the delivered gene at the cellular level, confo-

cal fluorescence microscopy was performed on tumor

sections from NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX nanovector

treated mice 48 h post-treatment (Figure 6). More cells

expressing GFP were visible in tumors treated with the

targeted nanovectors (NP:DNA�CTX) as expected,

which shows that CTX plays a critical role in promoting

nanovector uptake by target cells and greatly enhances

the transfection efficiency of NP:DNA�CTX specifically

in target cells. Exposing a higher number of cells to a

delivered therapeutic should greatly improve the effi-

cacy of the therapy.

CONCLUSIONS
Here we report on the use of chlorotoxin (CTX) tar-

geted nanoparticles loaded with DNA to enhance up-

take specifically into glioma cells in vivo. Importantly, by

Figure 5. Histology analysis of C6 xenograft tumors showing NP distribution. (a) Prussian blue stained sections of tumors
from mice treated with nontargeted (NP:DNA) and targeted (NP:DNA�CTX) nanovectors. Scale bar corresponds to 20 �m.
(b) Images of Prussian blue stained sections at high magnification for better visualization of nanovector localization. Scale
bar corresponds to 5 �m.

Figure 6. Confocal fluorescence images of tumor sections from NP:DNA and NP:DNA�CTX treated mice. Specific uptake of
NP:DNA�CTX dramatically enhanced the transfection efficiency causing a larger number of cells in tumors to express GFP.
Scale bars correspond to 20 �m.
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using a vehicle that could be monitored in situ, we
found that nanovector uptake into the cancer cells in
the tumor site was enhanced specifically due to CTX, as
evidenced by the increase in GFP expression, and that
biodistribution and accumulation in the tumor site was
not affected by the targeting ligand. While CTX does
not enhance DNA loaded nanovector accumulation in

the xenograft tumor site, it does promote specific up-
take of nanovectors into glioma cells, exposing a higher
proportion of target cells to the delivered payload.
These results could provide insight into the design of
more effective gene delivery vehicles for improved
treatment outcome of gene therapy for glioma and
other deadly cancers.

METHODS
Materials. Polyethylenimine (PEI; average MW � 1.2 kDa), chi-

tosan (medium molecular weight), methoxy poly(ethylene gly-
col) (mPEG; MW � 2 kDa), and other reagents were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise specified.

Plasmid DNA Preparation. Enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP) encoding DNA under control of the cytomegalovirus
(CMV) promoter in the CS2 vector (pEGFP-CS2) was propagated
in DH5-� E. coli and purified using the Plasmid Giga Kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA). Purified pEGFP-CS2, with an A260/A280 purity be-
tween 1.8 and 1.9, was dissolved in TE buffer at 1 mg/mL and
stored at �20 °C.

Nanovector Synthesis. Base nanoparticles were prepared, as re-
ported previously,18,32 and outlined in Figure 1. NP-CP-PEI (herein
called NP) were complexed with pEGFP-CS2 at a weight ratio of
10:1 (Fe equivalent of NP:DNA) in reaction buffer (20 mM of
HEPES, 5 mM of EDTA, and pH � 7.2) for 30 min. Chlorotoxin
(CTX, Alamone Laboratories, Jerusalem, Israel) was conjugated
to DNA-loaded NPs using a heterobifunctional PEG linker. Then
250 �g of CTX was dissolved in 125 �L of reaction buffer, and
4.05 �L of a 5 mg/mL solution of 2-iminothiolane (Traut’s re-
agent, Molecular Biosciences, Boulder, CO) was added and al-
lowed to react for 1 h to form CTX�Traut’s. An identical solu-
tion without CTX was also prepared. One �L of a 250 mM
solution of NHS-PEG12�maleimide (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Rockford, IL) was added to 1 mL of DNA-loaded NPs in reaction
buffer (1 mg of Fe/mL) and allowed to react for 30 min. Unre-
acted PEG was washed away from NPs using a PD-10 desalting
column (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) equilibrated with reac-
tion buffer. NPs were then mixed with the CTX�Traut’s and al-
lowed to react for 30 min before washing away unreacted CTX
using S-200 sephacryl resin equilibrated with 20 mM of HEPES
buffer (pH 7.4) to form NP:DNA�CTX. NPs were also mixed with
the Traut’s solution without CTX to form NP:DNA as a control. To
quantify the amount of CTX on the NP, sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was run on the
unpurified NP:DNA�CTX reaction solution, stained with Bio-Safe
Coomassie Blue (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and imaged using a
ChemiDoc XRS system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Unbound CTX
was quantified using the Quantity One software package (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA) based on a standard curve and subtracted
from the total amount of CTX in the reaction to obtain the
amount of CTX on the NP.

In Vivo Studies. All animal experiments were conducted in ac-
cordance with University of Washington Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) approved protocols. Flank xe-
nograft tumors of C6 cells were prepared by subcutaneous injec-
tion of one million cells suspended in serum free media and
Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) into male nu/nu mice
(Charles River, Wilmington, MA). Tumors were allowed to grow
for 4 weeks before mice were injected intravenously through the
tail vein with 200 �L of NP:DNA or NP-DNA�CTX complex (0.7
mg Fe/ml) for a final dose of 14 �g of pEGFP-CS2 per animal.
Then 48 h after treatment, tumors, livers, kidneys, and spleens
were excised and imaged using a Xenogen IVIS-100 system (Cali-
per Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA). The timing of 48 h was found
to be the appropriate time for the nanoparticles to circulate in
the bloodstream and accumulate in the tumor for our mouse
model based on our previous studies.18,31

Magnetic Resonance Imaging. MR images were obtained before
and 48 h after treatment with the NP:DNA or NP-DNA�CTX com-
plex on a 4.7T Bruker magnet (Bruker Medical Systems, Karlsruhe,

Germany) equipped with Varian Inova spectrometer (Varian,
Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Mice were anesthetized with 1�2.5% isofluo-
rane (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL) before they were
placed in the imaging chamber. A 6 cm inner diameter quadra-
ture volume coil and spin�echo imaging sequence were used to
acquire T2-weighted images. A spin�echo multislice imaging se-
quence was used to determine T2 values in tumor tissues using
the following imaging parameters: TR � 2 s, TE � 13.4, 30, and 60
ms, field of view � 60 	 30 mm2, number of averages � 2, ma-
trix size � 256 	 128, slice number � 10, slice thickness � 1 mm,
and slice gap � 0.5 mm. The T2 map was generated by NIH Im-
ageJ (Bethesda, MD) based on the equation, SI � A*exp(�TE/T2)

 B, where SI is the signal intensity, TE is the echo time, A is the
amplitude, and B is the offset. The R2 map was generated by tak-
ing the reciprocal of the T2 map.

Histological and Confocal Analyses. Excised organs were placed
into 30% sucrose in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), embed-
ded in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound, and stored
at �80 °C. Eight �m frozen sections were stained with Prussian
blue and nucleus fast red according to standard histopathology
protocols. Images were obtained on an Eclipse E600 upright micro-
scope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY). For confocal analysis, 8
�m frozen tumor sections were washed with PBS, fixed, and per-
meabilized with ice-cold acetone, and stained with anti-GFP pri-
mary and FITC-labeled secondary antibodies (Abcam, Cam-
bridge, MA), following the manufacturer’s protocol. Stained
sections were then mounted in Prolong Gold antifade solution
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing DAPI for cell nuclei stain-
ing and imaged on an LSM 510 meta confocal fluorescence mi-
croscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Peabody, MA) with the appropriate
filters.
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